Auditory neuropathy spectrum disorder (ANSD) is as a retrocochlear disorder where otoacoustic emissions (OAE) are normal and auditory brainstem responses (ABR) are abnormal/absent.
Introduction
Auditory neuropathy spectrum disorder (ANSD) is as a retrocochlear disorder where otoacoustic emissions (OAE) are normal and auditory brainstem responses (ABR) are abnormal/absent.
Introduction The studies on hearing aid benefit in individuals with auditory neuropathy spectrum disorder (ANSD) shows limited benefit. Low cut modified amplification is found to be effective in few individuals with ANSD. With advancement in technology, receiver in the canal (RIC) hearing aids have proven to be more effective than traditional behind the ear (BTE) hearing aids. Objective Thus, the present study attempts to determine the effectiveness of low cut modified amplification using RIC and BTE. Method Twenty participants with ANSD were fitted with BTE and RIC using traditional and low cut modified amplification. We divided them into good and poor performers based on unaided speech identification scores (SIS). We then compared aided SIS and aided benefit across conditions in good and poor performers with ANSD across both conditions using BTE and RIC.
Results The results of the study showed that the aided performance improved with low cut modified amplification in both BTE and RIC hearing aids. The improvement noticed with low-cut modified fitting with RIC was significant in more than BTE, especially in good performers with ANSD. Conclusion The improved clarity and naturalness of sound with RIC may have led to better aided scores and better acceptance of the hearing aid. Thus, low-cut modified amplification, preferably with RIC, needs to be attempted in fitting individuals with ANSD, especially in those with good unaided SIS in quiet.
enhancement techniques. Majority of the studies suggest that hearing aids are of limited usefulness in individuals with ANSD.
12
The limited benefit from hearing aids in individuals with ANSD could be because of inappropriate fitting of the device. Zeng Considering these perceptual differences, we also attempted to determine the benefit of low-cut modified amplification using BTE and RIC in good and poor performers with ANSD. Thus, the study attempted to determine the effect of conventional full band amplification and low-cut modified amplification on aided speech identification scores for BTE and open fit RIC hearing aid. In addition, we also attempted to determine the effect of low-cut modified amplification for good and poor performers of ANSD.
Method Participants
We selected a total of 20 individuals (40 ears) with ANSD for the study, which included 10 males and 10 females, within the age ranges of 15 to 40 years (mean age of 25 years). All the participants had pure tone average thresholds (PTA, average of pure tone thresholds at 500 Hz, 1 kHz, 2 kHz, and 4 kHz) ranging from mild (26-40 dB HL), moderate (41-55 dB), moderately severe (56-70 dB HL), and severe (71-90 dB HL) degree of hearing loss. 24 They were diagnosed as having ANSD based on presence of transient evoked oto-acoustic emissions but absent auditory brainstem responses. A neurologist confirmed the diagnosis. All participants were native and fluent speakers of Kannada. They had no history and presence of middle ear pathology with A-type tympanogram 25 and absent acoustic reflexes. The participants who obtained less than 50% SIS at 40 dB SL in quiet were grouped as poor performers (24 ears) and above 50% were grouped as good performers (16 ears).
The demographic details and audiological findings of all the participants are given in ►Table 1.
Procedure
We estimated pure tone air conduction (AC) and bone conduction (BC) thresholds using modified Hughson and Westlake procedure. 26 We obtained AC thresholds for pure tones from 250 Hz to 8 kHz and BC thresholds from 250 Hz to 4 kHz in octave frequencies. We used a two-channel diagnostic audiometer to obtain air conduction and bone conduction pure tone thresholds and speech identification scores. We obtained the unaided speech identification scores for phonemically balanced words in Kannada. Recorded word lists were routed from a personal computer through a two-channel diagnostic audiometer at 40 dB SL (re: SRT). We used a Tympstar (GSI-TS) emittance meter (Grason-Stadler Inc., Eden Prairie, MN, U.S.A.) was used for emittance testing. We tested each ear of the participant to obtain tympanogram and acoustic reflexes for a probe tone frequency of 226 Hz. We measured acoustic reflexes using 500, 1000, 2000, and 4000 Hz pure tones presented to both ipsi-lateral and contra-lateral ears. We used Otodynamics ILO v.6 OAE analyzer (Otodynamics Ltd, Herts, UK) to obtain Transient Evoked Otoacoustic Emissions (TEOAEs). After ensuring adequate probe fit, we measured TEOAEs for non-linear click trains presented at 80 dB pe SPL. Waveform reproducibility of more than 50% 27 and an overall signal to noise ratio of more than 3 dB SPL 28 at least at two frequency bands was required to be considered as presence of TEOAEs. Biologic Navigator Pro (Bio-logic, Mundelein, IL, U.S.A.) AEP system with ER 3A insert earphones was used to record Effectiveness of Low Cut Modified Amplification using RIC Hearing Aid in Individuals with ANSD Prabhu, Barman 245
ABR. ABR was recorded with the clients seated on a reclining chair. We cleaned the skin surface on the two mastoids and forehead with skin abrasive. We used gold cup electrodes to record responses. We placed the electrodes with the help of skin conduction paste and used surgical plaster to hold the electrodes tightly on the respective places. We maintained absolute electrode impedance below 5 kΩ with inter electrode impedance below 2 kΩ. Before starting the recording, participants were instructed to relax and refrain from extraneous body movements to minimize artifacts. We obtained single channel recordings with inverting electrode on the test ear mastoid (M2/M1), non-inverting electrode on the high forehead (Fz), and ground electrode on the non-test ear mastoid (M1/M2). We recorded click-evoked ABR twice and replicated for 100 µsec click stimuli delivered at a repetition rate of 11.1 clicks/second at 90 dB nHL. We obtained the recording for a total of 1500 sweeps and used a filter setting of 100 Hz to 3000 Hz. We used a 4-channel digital BTE and a 4-channel digital RIC hearing aid with open dome with similar features and from the same company to assess the effectiveness of full band and selective band amplification in individuals with ANSD. Both the hearing aids had four frequency bands with the facility to adjust the cut-off frequency for each band separately. The hearing aids had three programs in which three modes of amplification (conventional and low-cut modified amplification) could be stored. The compression parameters, noise reduction algorithms, feedback cancellation parameters, and directionality were kept constant. Both the hearing aids had the option to program for individuals with hearing impairment of various degrees. The specifications of the hearing aids are given in ►Table 2.
We input the pure tone thresholds (from 250 Hz to 8 kHz for air conduction and from 250 Hz to 4 kHz for bone conduction) of the participants' test ear into the NOAH fitting software. We connected the hearing aid to the HI-PRO/NOAH link, which in turn was connected to a computer with the programming software. The hearing aid programming software detected the hearing aid and we selected the default prescriptive formula of NAL-NL1. We programmed the fourchannel BTE hearing aid and four-channel RIC hearing aid for conventional method and selective band amplification. The hearing aid was set to the first fit condition and gain provided at all the frequencies using conventional method was stored in the first program P1. The second program (P2) had low-cut modified amplification where the low frequency channel having center frequency of 250 Hz had 15 dB lesser gain compared with the P1. We determined the unaided and aided speech identification scores (SIS) for both BTE and RIC using conventional and low-cut modified amplification strategy. We used phonemically balanced bi-syllabic word lists with 25 lists of 25 words each developed by Manjula et al. 29 We determined the aided speech identification scores at 40 dB HL for individuals having degree of hearing loss above mild and 30 dB HL for individuals having mild degree of hearing loss. The testing was performed in a double room setup with participant seated at a one-meter distance from the loudspeaker. The recorded word lists were presented through loudspeaker kept at 0°azimuth in relation to the participant. We initially obtained unaided speech identification scores. Aided testing was done using two hearing aids in both conventional and low cutmodified amplification condition for both ears using BTE and RIC. To avoid order effect, the order of testing of hearing aids as well as programs P1 and P2 was randomized for each participant. The participants were instructed to repeat the stimuli heard and we scored correct responses by counting number of words correctly repeated and converted this to a percentage using the following formula:
Total number of correct responses SI Score = × Total number of words presented 100
Ethical Considerations
All the testing procedures carried out in the present study used the non-invasive technique, adhering to conditions for approval from the ethical committee of the institute. We explained all the test procedures to the patients and their family members before testing and received an informed consent for participating in the study from all the patients or their family members.
Results
We obtained speech identification scores were obtained from 40 ears in both unaided and four aided conditions. We calculated aided benefit by subtracting unaided SIS from aided SIS and compared all the four conditions. ►Fig. 1 depicts aided benefit across the four amplification conditions compared with unaided SIS. The figure shows that the scores were higher for low-cut modified amplification strategy compared with conventional amplification in both BTE and RIC. In addition, it also shows that aided benefit was higher for RIC compared with BTE with low-cut modified amplification.
We also compared aided benefit obtained among good performers and poor performers with ANSD. The mean and SD of aided benefit obtained across all the four aided conditions for good and poor performers are shown in ►Fig. 2.
The unaided scores were very poor in all the participants of the study. Thus, to normalize the variance, we transformed SIS using rationalized arc sine transform 30 before applying inferential statistics. Mixed ANOVA was done with conditions (4 aided conditions) as within subject factor and good/poor performers as between subject factor. The results of the study showed a significant main effect of testing conditions on SIS [F(3, 114) ¼ 54.84, p < 0.01] and significant main effect [F(1, 38) ¼ 54.20, p < 0.01] across good and poor performers.
There was also a significant interaction effect [F (3, 114) ¼ 44.34, p < 0.01] between conditions and across two groups. The scores obtained in all the four conditions were significantly higher (p < 0.01) for good performers compared with poor performers with ANSD. Further analysis using Sidak post hoc test showed that the aided benefit was significantly higher (p < 0.01) for low-cut modified condition compared with conventional amplification in both BTE and RIC. In addition, aided benefit with low cut modified amplification was significantly higher (p < 0.01) for RIC compared with BTE. However, there was a not significant difference (p > 0.05) in aided benefit with conventional amplification between BTE and RIC. Similar results were obtained for good performers with ANSD based on Sidak post hoc tests. However, in poor performers with ANSD, we found no significant difference (p > 0.05) in aided benefit between BTE and RIC with low-cut modified amplification. The detailed results of Sidak post hoc test are depicted in ►Table 3.
Discussion
The results of the study showed that the aided performance improved with low-cut modified amplification in both BTE and RIC hearing aids (►Table 3). The results of the study are similar to Barman, Sinha, and Prabhu, 12 who reported that low-cut modified amplification is beneficial in individuals with ANSD. They concluded that the amplified low frequency speech may mask relatively intact high frequency information. Individuals with ANSD have affected type I auditory nerve fibers, which are important to phase lock low frequency information. 31 Low frequency amplification in such individuals might not help in improvement in speech perception and may even lead to the deterioration in speech identification performance. The amplified low frequency speech may mask relatively intact high frequency information. Thus, restricting access to low frequencies might prevent unwanted upward spread of masking 32 of the preserved high frequency information. However, the real life benefits with low-cut modified fitting strategy need to be studied in further detail.
In the present study, we also observed improvement in aided speech perception scores with RIC compared with a BTE in the majority of individuals, as depicted in ►Fig. 1. The improved clarity and naturalness of sound provided by RIC hearing aid could have led to improved aided speech perception scores in individuals with ANSD. In the RIC model, the Effectiveness of Low Cut Modified Amplification using RIC Hearing Aid in Individuals with ANSD Prabhu, Barman 247
receiver is placed at the tip of the acoustic thin wire, which helps it to be fitted for a wider range of hearing loss. In the RIC hearing aid, the quality of the signal gets enhanced as it does not move through a thin wire. The separation of the receiver also leads to less feedback. The open fit used in the RIC hearing aid reduces occlusion and improves the clarity of speech. 18, 20 Many studies in cochlear hearing loss have demonstrated the benefit with RIC over a BTE.
16,17
The improvement noticed with low-cut modified fitting with RIC was significant in good performers compared with poor performers, as shown in ►Table 3 and ►Fig. 2. Narne and Vanaja 22 recommended that individuals with ANSD be subdivided into good and poor performers based on speech identification scores (SIS) in quiet. The individuals were considered poor performers if the unaided speech identification scores in quiet were less than 50% and good performers if the SIS were greater than 50%. 21 They reported that speech identification scores in noise were much lower for poor performers compared with good performers. This discrepancy is suspected to be because the degree of temporal distortion varies across the two groups, which determines the speech perception abilities in individuals with ANSD. Rance et al 23 reported that temporal modulation transfer function results were poorer for individuals with SIS below 30% and the scores were significantly better for children with SIS greater than 30%, suggesting less temporal distortion in good performers. In the present study, the improvement was more significant with RIC, especially for good performers with ANSD. Thus, a lower degree of temporal distortion in good performers could have led to larger aided benefit. Hence, the benefit may depend on unaided speech identification scores of the client.
Limitations of the Study
The gain provided by conventional and low-cut modification was not verified using real ear probe measurements. Similar studies are essential with verification using probe microphone measurements for generalization of the results. In addition, we determined unaided scores first, followed by aided measurements. There could be practice effect which might have affected the results. In addition, it is essential to determine the real life benefit with these modifications before generalizing the results.
Conclusion
The results of the present study suggest that low-cut modification in amplification is an efficient alternative technique in contrast to conventional amplification during hearing aid fitting for individuals with ANSD. The result suggests that there could be upward spread of masking with over amplification of low frequencies in conventional amplification, which could have led to poor scores. In addition, the improvement with low-cut modified amplification was greater with RIC compared with BTE. The improved clarity and naturalness of sound with RIC could have led to better aided scores and better acceptance of the hearing aid. The result of the study also showed that greater improvement with low-cut modified amplification with RIC in good performers compared with poor performers. This suggests that the improved scores with RIC may depend on unaided SIS in quiet. Thus, low-cut modified amplification, preferably with RIC with open dome, needs to be attempted in fitting individuals with ANSD since most fail to benefit with conventional amplification strategies, especially in those with good unaided SIS in quiet.
